
Year 5 - RE 
 

Sacred Writings: 

Hinduism 

 

Peace 

 

Religious Diversity: 

Happiness 

 

Easter: Suffering & 

Hardship 

 

Wise Words 

 

Values & Beliefs 

EXPLORE   
Learners should be able to 

distinguish different types of 

religious literature and say why 

different sacred writings are 

important to faith communities 

 

EXPLORE   
Learners should be able to 

identify, compare and contrast a 

range of symbolism used in faith 

communities 

  

EXPLORE  
Pupils consider a fundamental 

question of life learning from 

other people’s thoughts as 

well as their own experience. 

  

 

EXPLORE   
Learners should be able to 

identify responses to suffering, 
hardship and death from sacred 

writings and identify key religious 
beliefs 

EXPLORE   
Learners should be able 

to explain the origin and 

transmission of sacred 

writings and explain their 

importance for faith 

communities today 

 

EXPLORE  
Learners should be 
able to link beliefs, 

sources and behaviour 
and identify the 

consequences of 
actions in the life of a 

person inspired by their 
faith 

ENGAGE  
 Learners should be able to 

identify teachings and source 
material from a range of 

sacred writings and explain 
how these might be used 
within faith communities 

 

 

ENGAGE  
Learners should be able to identify 

beliefs expressed through the use 

of symbolism and explain why it 

might be important to believers 

 

ENGAGE  
They learn about the difference 
between material and spiritual 

values and recognise that 
people with different religious 
or non-religious perspectives 

may come to similar 

conclusions, considering 
specific ideas from Buddhism 

and Humanism. 

ENGAGE  
Learners should be able to identify 

beliefs about suffering, hardship 

and death and suggest how these 

might support believers and faith 

communities 

ENGAGE  
Learners should be able to 

identify important teachings 

contained in sacred writings 

and show the impact they 

have on the lives of believers 

today 

 

ENGAGE  
 Learners should be 

able to explain the 
significance and impact 

of the actions of a 
person who has been 
inspired by their faith 

 

REFLECT  
Learners should be able to 

identify literature relevant to 

them and to explain the impact 

this might have on their lives 

 

REFLECT  
Learners should be able to 
identify ways in which they 

might express their own 
values symbolically and 

consider the consequences of 

showing commitment in this 
way 

    

REFLECT  
They explore the link between 
what we think or believe, how 

we act or behave and how 

happy we make ourselves and 

other people. 

REFLECT  
Learners should be able to share 

examples of unfairness from 

their own experience and to 

suggest what might help them to 

cope with suffering, hardship 

and death 

 

REFLECT  
Learners should be able to 
identify writings which have 
had an impact on society in 
general and link these with 

their own and others’ 

values, choices and 
behaviour 

 

REFLECT  
Learners should be able 

to talk about the way their 
own values affect their 

actions and to explore the 
consequences 

   

Notes: ‘all Gods lead to God as 
all rivers lead to the sea’ is the 

best way to sum up what Hindu’s 

believe about god. There are 
many different Gods worshipped 

in Hinduism but they are all 

different aspects of the one 
supreme God. Hindus can 

choose the way they want to 

think of and worship God, the 
important thing is to love God. In 
this unit of work the focus is on 

Krishna – God as a child. 

What is peace? 
 Show pupils some works of art 
and symbols that show peace. 

Can pupils rank them in order of 

which expresses peace the 
most to them. What links can be 

made between the pictures? 
What do they all have to say 

about peace? Discuss a 

peaceful place, a peaceful time, 
people who bring peace. Where 

do you go to be at peace, or 
your parent/s? Write a poem 

called My Peaceful Place. 

Is happiness the purpose of 

life?  

Discuss with the children - What 

makes you happy? See if you 

can find the happy dance that 

Snoopy does in the Peanuts. If 

Snoopy has a happy dance, 

what would your happy dance 

be? Ask children to make up 

their own happy dance. 

 

 

Why isn’t life fair? 

 Talk about rescue, for example 

using a TV programme, 

collecting newspaper reports 

and pictures of dramatic rescues 

and making a rescue collage. 

Talk about the dangers faced by 

the rescuers. Include a story of 

an incident where the rescuer 

risked or lost his/her life but the 

person in danger was saved. 

Talk about how people feel 

about their rescuers. 

Discuss/collect information 

about situations where people 

are rescued from less 

Wise words  

Start with pupils making a 

collection of wise words and 

sayings from home and life 

about living e.g. ‘love, laugh, 

live’, ‘think before you 

speak’. Pupils could survey 

school staff for their 

contributions too. Have three 

areas of the classroom 

(agree, disagree, unsure) 

and as you read out the wise 

words and sayings pupils 

decide what they think about 

it and stand in the area 

reflecting their view point. 

Inspiration 

 Discuss the word 

inspiration with pupils. 

What do they think this 

means, who inspires them 

the most? Why? Can they 

name some special 

people you know of who 

are special within the faith 

community? Share the 

story of someone who has 

inspired you. It doesn’t 

have to be anyone well 

known. It might have been 

an old teacher! Explain 

how their words, actions 



immediately dangerous 

situations e.g. homelessness, 

family conflict. Discuss the 

different sort of difficulties faced 

by rescuers in these situations, 

including loss of personal 

comfort, rejection  

The class could vote on their 

favourite saying. 
‘Words can guide us’ using a 

simple blindfold game ask 
children in pairs to direct 
each other around the 

classroom. After taking turns 
to be the guide and be 
guided ask pupils to 

complete the following 
sentences: If you can’t see, 
then it’s good to trust… If 

someone else trusts you to 
guide them, you should… 

We all need to be guided in 

life, for example… 

  

or what they stood for 

changed some aspects of 

your life. Make notes of 

the inspirational 

characteristics. In pairs 

think of different leaders 

e.g. work, school, 

community, sport, society 

etc. talk about what each 

one does to fulfil his/her 

role Discuss a leader 

known to the class. 

Consider the role he/she 

plays, how necessary the 

job is, if the leader chose 

his role, does he/she have 

rules to follow etc. Move 

on to consider the leader’s 

style of leadership – 

perhaps noting key words 

in pairs or as a class.  

Recap prior learning about 

Hinduism with pupils. Place the 

faith in the world by tasking pupils 

to collect facts about the religion 

e.g. where in the world it 

originated, number of followers, 

where they worship, key beliefs, 

sacred writings etc. 

 

Begin to explore Hindu sacred 

writings. Explain Hindu beliefs 

about God (see note) and focus on 

Krishna. Show images of Krishna, 

why might it be helpful to look at 

Krishna? Share the story of 

Krishna eating soil. Support pupils 

understanding of the story by 

sharing a selection of images of 

the story (available online). In 

groups pupils can annotate their 

image with what they can see, 

who the characters are, what is 

happening. Pupils can come up 

with questions about the story and 

take turns to share these. What 

does the story tell them about 

Krishna? Why are stories about 

Krishna the favourite of many 

Hindu children? 

 

 Blessed are the peacemakers - 

Mt 5 9 . Begin with this phrase as 

a caption, showing it above a 

picture of soldiers. Who is a 

peacemaker? Discuss that peace 

is a key character trait for 

Christians and explain Jesus 

demonstrated this in his life and 

Christians try to follow his 

example. Explore the Christian 

idea of the gift of peace, and 

extend the idea to the Jewish 

shalom. Ask a member of a local 

church to describe the passing / 

sharing of the peace or to explain 

the meaning to them of the phrase 

The peace of the Lord be with you. 

Explore the work of ‘Christian 

peacemakers today’. Is the way to 

peace always peaceful? Pupils 

can sum up the learning by 

explaining why peace is important 

to a Christian, how peace is 

demonstrated in church and how 

peace is demonstrated by 

Christians in everyday life. 

  

 

Explore the National Memorial 

Arboretum, the work that they do 

and some of their memorials. 

Pupils could use art / poetry / 
reflective writing to write about a 

time when they were very happy, 
or what they think would make 

them happy. Or pupils could look 

at a recipe and explore the 
features. What might a recipe for 
happiness look like? What would 

the ingredients be? In what 
proportions? Ask the class to write 

their own recipe for happiness. 

 

Can people be happier than they 
are?  

Can you teach people to be 
happy? 

 Some schools are trying to 

improve children’s happiness. If 
your school was going to start 

happiness lessons, what do you 

think they should be like? What 
form would the lessons take? 

What would the lesson content 

be? How could you assess 
whether the class were happier at 
the end of the lesson? This could 

take the form of a written exercise 

or a discussion. 

   

 

Happiness in 

Buddhism/Humanism 

 

What do faith communities say 

about suffering, hardship and 

death? Explain that Christians 

believe that people need to be 

rescued from sin (wrong-doing) 

and evil and that Jesus is the one 

who rescues them by being willing 

to give up his own life for them. 

Like a rescuer, or life-saver, it was 

something he chose to do 

although he knew he would have 

to suffer. This is why the name 

‘Saviour’ (the one who 

saves/rescues) is one of the words 

they use to describe Jesus. Look 

at the picture Jesus gives of 

himself as a good shepherd who 

would even risk death for his 

sheep (John 10:14); share ideas 

about what the listeners might 

have thought he meant by this and 

what these words mean to 

Christians today. 

 
Holy Week 

Pupils could watch The Miracle 

Maker for example. Recap 

knowledge of key events in the 

life of Jesus. For example:  

place these events in correct 

Sacred Texts  
Share with the pupils two 

sacred texts (Holy books) e.g. 
the bible and the Qur’an. Treat 

both items with respect to 
illustrate the high regard 

believers have for the wise 
words they contain. Make the 

link to the wise words and the 
guidance activity. Both books 

are different and will be used 
differently in your lessons. 

Explore a story from or about 
each book which gives some 

wise words/advice for a 
believer e.g. Christianity - The 

lost sheep (Luke 15: 3-7 and 
Matthew 18: 12-14 a story 

about Gods love and concern 
for all and about being lost and 

found.) Islam – The story of 
the night of power (when he 

received the Qur’an). Stories 
could be explored via reading, 

video or drama. 
 

For each story consider what 
would matter most the 

believer, how it might affect 
the behaviour of a believer – 

e.g. my favourite part of the 
story was…I think this would 

make a believer think deeply 

ACTIVITY:  

Write about the inspirational 

leader discussed or another 

leader of the children’s 

choice, outlining their role, 

style of leadership and 

evaluating their success as 

a leader. Suggestion: o one 

half of page for key words 

relating to style of 

leadership o other half, 

phrases to describe the 

leader’s role o picture in 

middle of page 

 
What do people do when 
they are inspired by their 

faith?  

In groups pupils can be 
given one inspirational 

person to research. 
Choices could include 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu, 
Yusuf Islam, Rabbi Hugo 

Gryn. They could complete 
a project or presentation 
answering the following: 

Who is this person? What 
did the individual do that 

makes them an inspiration 
to others? When did they 
do it? Where in the world? 

Why did the person go 



It is traditional to tell the story of 

Krishna through mime and dance. 

In groups pupils can complete this 

task and then present. 

 

Move on to share the story of 

Rama and Sita (many 

versions available online in 

video form if preferred). Share 

images of scenes from the 

story. In groups pupils can 

annotate their images with 

what they can see, who the 

characters are, what is 

happening. Pupils can come 

up with questions about the 

story and take turns to share 

these. What does the story 

teach about overcoming 

temptation? How could the 

main characters inspire 

Hindu’s to overcome 

temptation? 

 

Explore the festival of and 

celebrations for Divali which 

link to the story of Rama and 

Sita. Pupils could compare 

and contrast the different 

ways of celebrating in the UK 

and in India. In groups pupils 

could explore different ways of 

celebrating Divali and present 

back. What matters most to 

Hindu’s at Divali? What would 

happen if Hindu’s weren’t 

allowed to celebrate Divali? 

 

‘All gods lead to God as all 

rivers lead to the sea.’ What 

aspects of God have pupils 

uncovered through their 

studies of Hindu stories. What 

does this tell them about what 

Hindu’s believe God is like 

and how he is helpful to them? 

How is it a place of peace and 

remembrance.  

 

Explore what three religions say 

about Peace: Hinduism: Ahimsa 

– non-violence, 

comes from strength, and 

strength is from God, not man. 

Ahimsa always comes from 

within. 

 Islam: do not take life – which 

Allah has made sacred – except 

for a just cause.  

Christians: Blessed are the 

peacemakers. 

 Complete a venn diagram to 

show similarities and differences 

between the three faiths. Design 

a new memorial for the national 

memorial arboretum to 

commemorate and celebrate the 

work of soldiers from one of the 

three faiths. Present to the class 

explaining the symbolism they 

have used, its link to the religion 

and where this memorial should 

be placed. 

 
Tell the story of Sadako Sasaki 

and her cranes for peace. 
(http://www.cnduk.org/images/st

ories/peaceed/Sadako's%20Cra
nes%20for%20Peace_new.pdf) 

There is now a memorial to 
Sadako at Hiroshima. Written 

on Sadako’s statue are the 
words: This is our cry, This is 

our prayer: To create peace in 
the world. Many, many people 
visit the statue to think about 

this message. Pupils can make 
their own cranes using origami 

teckniques and either hang 

them up in school or send them 
to Hiroshima to be put at the 
Children’s Peace Monument: 

Peace Promotion Division The 
City of Hiroshima 1-5 Nakajima-

cho Naka-ku, Hiroshima 730-

0811 Japan (Please make sure 
your teacher fills out a 
registration form on the 

Hiroshima Peace Museum 
Website.) Pupils could use 

The Humanist logo is called the 

happy human. Ask selected pupils 

to the front to draw someone 

happy in 30 seconds. What 

different views of happiness are 

there? Do you have to be smiling 

to be happy? Explore what 

Humanists believe about 

happiness and responsibility. Ask 

a visitor from the humanist society 

to talk to the children about beliefs 

about happiness and 

responsibility. What do they 

believe about God, human life and 

the world? If this is not possible, 

find out about the Humanist 

society online. Pupils could design 

a new symbol for the humanist 

society reflecting what they have 

learnt. 

 

Tell the story of the early life of 

Sidhartha Gotama – the Buddha. 

He had everything he could desire 

as a young prince yet he wasn’t 

happy. When he left the palace 

and saw the four sights he 

understood the truth about life and 

how to truly find happiness. Pupils 

could illustrate the story of the 

Buddha explaining how each sight 

made him think. Pupils could 

explore the idea of following the 

noble eightfold path as the way to 

achieve happiness. 

 

What similarities and differences 

are there between Humanist and 

Buddhist beliefs about God, the 

world, life and happiness. Pupils 

could complete a Venn diagram. 

 

Pupils could write a story or play to 

act out causing unhappiness / 

creating happiness. They could 

draw upon Buddhist and or 

humanist ideas. Pupils could also 

make a list that has responsibilities 

which balance the things they 

think will make them happy e.g. I 

want to play with my friends - I 

must not interfere with other 

people who are playing and upset 

them. 

order on a timeline, for example, 

birth, lost in temple (during 
Passover), baptism, temptation 

in the wilderness, Palm Sunday, 

Maundy Thursday, Good Friday 

and Easter Sunday.  Read 

about the events of Holy Week. 

In groups, using Bibles, research 

the key events of different days 

in Holy Week, present the 

information as a class blog. Or  

Produce a zig zag book to retell 

the story How did Jesus 

experience suffering and 

hardship during Holy Week. 

Examine the symbolism of the 

Eucharist/Communion and talk 

about what it means to 

Christians to say ‘thank you’ for 

their rescue in this special way. 

 

Reflecting on suffering, 

hardship, death. 

Share some poetry about 

Easter. Choose examples that 

have been written by Christian 
poets for example The Nail Man- 

Steve Turner, I don’t believe in 

Easter- Paul Cookson and Only 

at EasterStewart Henderson. 

Look at examples of 

personification and powerful 

imagery used in the poems. How 

is the use of this imagery and 

language effective? How does it 

help Christians understand the 

message of Easter? Which 

poem explains most effectively 

what Christians believe about 

Easter? Why? Give the pupils a 

series of different situations to 

consider for example a year 5 

assembly, a TV programme 

about different ways of 

celebrating Easter or in a church 

service. Choose one of the 

poems to read in each different 

situation. Explain why the poem 

is suitable to be read. Create an 

el Salvador cross to express 

why Easter is important to 

Christians. 

about…Because of this story a 

believer might… If pupils had 
to design a front cover for the 

Bible what would they draw 
and why? How would it reflect 

what the Bible means for 
believers and what it has to 

teach? 
 

Favourite books 

Pupils could write a book 

review for their favourite book 

using the questions they 

answered on behalf of a 

believer - e.g. my favourite 

part of the story was…one of 

the things this book has made 

me think deeply about 

is…Because of this book I 

might… 

above and beyond? How 
were they inspired by their 

faith? What leadership 

qualities did they show? 
 

What can actions say 
about what people 

believe? 
 Explore the life of Gandhi 
as a class. Look at a story 
from the life of Gandhi for 
example The Salt March. 
Discuss the actions made 

by Gandhi and how he was 
inspired by his beliefs. Talk 
about Gandhi’s beliefs and 

values (Hindu beliefs of 
Karma and Dharma and 

Ahimsa) and ask children to 
design a poster reflecting 

these? 
 

What do your actions say 
about what you value? 
Pupils complete a written 

reflection task: I 
believe…so I always try 

to… These could be written 

to form a display. 



persuasive writing to encourage 
other classes to also make a 
crane for peace. They could 

write out instructions about how 
to make a crane and then teach 

someone from another class. 
 

 

 

 



Year 5 Topic Coverage 

Autumn 

 

Spring 

  

Summer 

 

Explore Engage Reflect Explore Engage Reflect Explore Engage Reflect 
Ex1    Ex2 En1    En2 R1   R2 Ex3    Ex4 En3    En4 R3   R4 Ex5    Ex6 En5    En6 R5   R6 

Vocabulary – Subject Specific 

Engage with, Talk about, Listen to, Find out about, Explore, Ask questions, Recognise, Listen and respond, Ask and respond imaginatively to questions, Discuss Consider, Talk, Share, 

Observe  

Vocabulary - Topic Specific 

 
Belief 

Believers 

Sacred 

Literature/Writings/Stories 

Peace 

Symbols & gestures 

The gift of peace 

Hiroshima 

National Memorial Arboretum 

 

 

Mandir Karma soldiers 

Brahman                                  Dharma remembrance 

Brahma Atman peacemakers 

Trimurti Puja Christian 

Vishnu Murti Islam 

Shiva Divali Shalom (Jewish) 

Tridevi Rama Sadako Sasaki 

Saraswati Sita monument 

Lakshmi Krishna 

Shakti 

Ganesh 

Hanuman 

Reincarnation 

Moksha 

 

 

Belief 

Believers 

Non believers 

Bible 

Happiness 

Humanism 

Buddhism 

Suffering 

Fairness 

Easter 

Holy Week 

Meaning 

Christians 

Christianity 

Symbols & gestures 

 

Humanist                                                   Palm Sunday 

                                                                  Maundy Thursday 

Secular                                                      Good Friday 

Atheist                                                       Easter Sunday 

Worldview                                                  Crucifixion 

Ethical                                                        Risen 

Rationality                                                  Communion 

BHA                                                           Holy Eucharist 
 

 

Sacred writings 

Literature/stories 

Books 

Bible 

Christianity 

Qur’an 

Islam 

Words 

Meaning 

Values  

Beliefs 

Inspiration 

Leaders – in the community 

 

 

 

Ghandi                           Archbishop Desmond Tutu 

Hinduism                        Yusuf Islam 

Karma                             Rabbi Hugo Gryn 

Dharma 

Ahimsa 

 

I will learn… 
 Why the scared writings of Hinduism are important to Hindus 
 

The names, representations and stories for the different Gods  
 
The meaning of the Hindu stories 

 
How the stories reflect in everyday HIndu practice 

 
Why Hindus offer gifts to the Gods 

What happiness means to different people 

 

What makes people happy 

 

How we can help people to feel happier 

 

How happiness is demonstrated in different ways by different 

people 

How wise words can influence us 

 

What we mean by wise words 

 

Why stories from religious texts are important to believers of those 

faiths 

 



 
Why and how Hindu celebrations such as Divali are celebrated and 

why such celebrations are important within the religion 
 
What peace is 

 
Which symbols, gestures, sculptures, monuments represent peace 

 
Why the gesture and gift of peace is made in worship 
 

How peace is represented in different and similar ways in different 
faiths 
 

Why peace has been significant in the history of the world and world 
events 
 

Why we remember 
 
How peace is remembered throughout the world 

 
 

 
 

 

About happiness in Humanism 

 

About happiness in Buddhism 

 

The story of Buddha and its teachings  

 

How to reflect of what happiness is 

 

What fairness means to people 

 

What hardships and sufferings people face in a daily basis  

 

What suffering is and how people perceive suffering 

 

Why different faiths recognise sufferings and hardships in their 

teachings and how they overcome them 

 

The story of Easter 

 

The importance of Holy Week to Christians 

 

The meaning (the message) of Easter to Christians 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

How stories from religious texts influence the daily life of 

believers/worshippers 

 

The meaning/moral told within the story told 

 

What inspiration means (definition) 

 

What inspiration means to different people 

 

How people inspire others in everyday life 

 

How leaders inspire 

 

How leaders within faith communities have changed opinions and the 

way of life for many people 

 

Why values are important  

 

How different values can affect the way people live their lives and 

who we become 

 

Why are actions can define the person we are/become 

 

 
 


